
HC-CARGO
LED Lightbar & Accessories 
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For your nearest HC-CARGO dealer 
and full program overview visit
www.hc-cargo.com
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Safety with the LED Light bar
The LED Light bar with the Xtreme LED modules offers excellent 
warning light, even on a bright sunny day, making the vehicle 
more visible to oncoming traffic. The build in traffic arrow func-
tion (with extra LED Xtreme light modules) also offers the possibil-
ity to set arrow direction away from the vehicle or arrow function 
center out signaling road closed.
During night time the LED Light bar offers the possibility to reduce 
the power to the LED Xtreme light heads with a single switch of a 
button, assuring no oncoming traffic will be blinded.

Customize your lightbar
The LED Light bar can be customized to your demands.
Build in extra modules to generate traffic arrow function or simply 
to have a full light bar flashing to warn oncoming traffic. 

There is also the option to build in “take downs” or working light 
with 6 or 9 LED which gives a good visibility around the vehicle 
and the option to include alley light units which gives a bright 
clear light to the side of the vehicle helping the operator to find 
his way around.

Momentary
button

Optional for the lightbar is our:

HC-CARGO 171777 Xtreme 
6 LED flash modul, amber

HC-CARGO 171778 Xtreme 
12 LED flash corner modul, amber

HC-CARGO 171779 Takedown
(Working light) 6 LED, white

HC-CARGO 171780 Takedown 
(Working light) 9 LED,  white

HC-CARGO 171781 Alley light 
3 LED, white

HC-CARGO 171760 171761
Operating Voltage 12V DC 12V DC

Fuse Recommende 40A 40A

LED View Angle 1200 1200

Lenght 110 cm 147 cm

Extra module 6 12

HC-CARGO LED Lightbar
The new 12V LED Light bar from HC-CARGO is build in a high qual-
ity aluminum base and offers a variety of options and functions for 
signal warning including traffic arrow function. 

The light bar comes in 2 different sizes. 110 cm & 147 cm wide, 
standard equipped with 4 (12 LED Xtreme) amber corner modules 
and 8 (6 LED Xtreme) amber flash modules (4 forward and 4 to the 
rear). The LED Light bar offers the possibility of 3 different Cruise 
modes with various different flash patterns, with the possibility of 
building in LED take downs (working light) or alley light.

HC-CARGO 171762 Switchpanel for Led lightbar with 
basic 5 function and momentary button for pattern switch


